THAT CRAZY BEE GUY !
406 South Belmont Avenue
Springfield, Ohio 45505

(614) 806-9234
3-B’s
When only the best will do.
www.thatcrazybeeguy.com

MEAD (HONEY WINE)
MADE JUST FOR YOU.

Email address for company:
thatcrazybeeguy@aol.com

MYSTERY MEAD TASTING SUBSCRIPTION
If you like BEER, WINE, or SPIRITS or any Alcohol Beverage then you will LOVE MEAD.
We are a direct-to-consumer manufacturing company of MEAD (honeywine) revolutionizing the way you discover the
taste, buying, and sharing of MEAD. By working directly with you we are able to give our MEAD to you in exceptional
50 ml bottles. This is a 1 year subscription of tasting up to 50 different FREE samples of our MEAD’s for the low cost
of $29.99 that includes your first month box. You will get one box a month sent to you with at least 3 to 5 samples of
MEAD in each box, you only pay the Shipping & Handling for each box you want to try. Plus you will also get to taste
other products we make, we will add other products to a box you get from time to time throughout the year. Don’t waste
a bottle down the sink any more. You will now know what you like, so you will only buy bottles of what you enjoyed.
The subscription helps us keep up with what you our customer likes and would like to get on the open market when it is
supplied to retail outlets. You are part of our company because you help to pick what we will keep making. You may
even want to name some of the ones you try, and we use a name you made you could get a FREE bottle of it sent to you
when we go into production of making that flavor.
In the first box you will have a form to fill out letting us know what you liked and didn’t like and any comments you
want to make. You also will have a place to name the MEADS you tried if you want. You will also be able to order more
of the same numbered item you tried if you want someone else to taste what you liked. If you order something you already have tried then it will take away from the samples you might of got in your next box. Sample number bottles are
limited by amount of each flavor made for taste testing inventory.

Please fill out and complete this form so we can insure you get the very best products you like and will enjoy.
Your first box will be made from your answers here. The bottles of MEAD are a mystery and only have a code
on the label that lets us know what you tried. We will disclose the type you already tried in the next box you
order.
WINE: Please check all the boxes that your interested in trying or already enjoy.
[ ] Dry [ ] Semi Sweet [ ] Sweet
[ ] Fruity [ ] Spicy [ ] Nutty [ ] Floral [ ] Pepper Hot
[ ] No Allergies [ ] Allergic to:_________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Please let us know what else you would like to try samples of.
[ ] Raw Honey [ ] Creamy Honey [ ] Cinnamon Creamy Honey [ ] Honey Jam [ ] Honey Sugar Scrub

Please send in this form with your payment to get your first sample box sent to you right away.

